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INTRODUCTION
This talk will tackle the learning, sharing and 
translation component of our work as 
evaluators – the most important bit!

• We will share Movember’s approach to 
learning, sharing and contributing to 
knowledge translation

• Give you some practical examples of the 
different types of knowledge sharing that 
you might like to try

• Share what we have learnt along the way 
about learning and sharing

• Help you to consider your role in 
knowledge translation.
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Question: How far down this chain of steps are you responsible?



OUR APPROACH



OUR APPROACH
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All monitoring, evaluation 
and learning at Movember is 
conducted and reported 
using a simple, overarching 
approach.

It’s both a process and a 
continuous learning cycle.

This facilitates consistency, 
comparability and ongoing 
learning and improvement.
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LEARN
We conduct a Learn Workshop to review the final 
evaluation report to:

• Ensure we have clear answers to our key evaluation 
questions

• Determine what the findings mean for men or for our 
implementation processes

• Assess the recommendations – where to from here 
for Movember? What changes need to be made?

• Consider both program learnings and evaluation 
learnings.



LEARN
We also are beginning to engage in more 
iterative, short term learning cycles:

• In the future, we are looking to use more 
developmental evaluation approaches, or agile (test 
& learn) ways of working with program teams. 

• This has stemmed from our experiences with digital 
product evaluation, but it likely has merits for other 
types of programs as well.

• Where appropriate, we will put in place learning 
loops (fortnightly, monthly, quarterly) that allow us 
to learn as we go.

• We will utilise the product development tools of 
“sprints” and “retros”.



SHARE
This phase centres around the Knowledge 
Sharing Plan that guides both internal and 
external communications about learnings:

• This plan is drafted by our internal MEL team 
member early on and then reviewed and updated 
once learnings become available 

• The plan contains guidance on what knowledge 
sharing assets (case studies, videos, infographics, 
dashboards, marketing messages, topline impact 
reports) will be produced

• We also provide impact statements and stories for 
Marketing and Fundraising and upload them onto 
the Impact Hub

• We aim to provide evidence to the decision makers 
at the right time. This is a work in progress!



EXAMPLES



01 KNOWLEDGE 
SHARING PLAN



The Knowledge Sharing Plan:

• Is drafted in the early phases of 
an evaluation, and updated at 
key learning milestones

• Articulates how, when and what 
we intend to share from an 
evaluation

• Recognises that not everyone 
needs, or has time to, read the 
detailed evaluation report

• That different audiences will 
require learnings in different 
formats at different times





02 KNOWLEDGE 
SHARING ASSETS

# Learn workshop presentation
# Topline impact report
# Case study
# Infographic
# Video
# Dashboards
# Impact statements
# Impact Hub sections



# TOPLINE IMPACT REPORT









# CASE STUDY



# INFOGRAPHIC



# IMPACT HUB







OUR OWN LEARNINGS



WHAT WE HAVE 
LEARNED
• Having an internal MEL team that champions learning & 

sharing, gives an organisation the best chance of 
translating new knowledge into practice effectively and 
efficiently

• Learning and sharing activities need to be considered 
business as usual not nice to haves. 

• Getting from an evaluation report to knowledge 
translation takes steps, time and resources. It helps to 
have access to graphic designers and communication 
professionals

• It helps if you have the support of leadership and other 
teams in developing a learning culture within your 
organisation – so you are not doing this alone.

• Ultimately, we can only do so much as evaluators. But 
we do have the responsibility to make sure the 
learnings are shared and heard.



KEY TAKE AWAYS
• Consider the continuum from M&E to better 

practice and ask yourself where your 
responsibility ends?

• Put the foundational tools in place – invest in a 
specific plan – build assets around audience 
learning needs.

• Build learning & knowledge sharing into your 
team’s role descriptions and annual performance 
reviews.

• Recognise that learning and sharing, not the 
evaluation report, is the last step, albeit a 
potentially ongoing one.



THANK YOU


